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Empirical is a  
flavor company. 

We apply culinary and 
scientific innovations in 
flavor to spirits and beyond. 
The Empirical method: 
Knowledge is gained from 
experiences, our senses 
and a desire to explore the 
world around us.
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In 2017, Lars Williams and  
Mark Emil Hermansen founded 
Empirical in a 10m² kitchen in 
Copenhagen’s meatpacking district.
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Lars is a chef. He cooked at wd~50 
in New York and The Fat Duck in 
London before landing at noma in 
Copenhagen. noma is known for 
reinventing Nordic cuisine and the 
resounding influence of their radical 
interpretation. 

Lars ran noma’s test kitchen 
with the mandate of reimagining 
the foundations of flavor. He led 
the research and development 
department where new ideas 
and dishes originate. Lars also 
worked as head of the Nordic Food 
Lab, a non-profit, open-source 
organisation that investigates food 
diversity and deliciousness. There, 
he ran experiments in fermentation,  
foraging and the limits of edibility. 
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Mark Emil studied social 
anthropology at Oxford. He wrote 
a thesis on New Nordic food and 
identity and got a job at noma 
out of it. He put together MAD, 
meaning food in Danish, an annual 
symposium and resource that 
advocates for sustainability in food. 

Mark Emil and Lars became friends. 
They soon discovered that they had 
some of the same ideas about food 
and flavor: Primarily, that the only 
delineation between edible and 
inedible is deliciousness.
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They embarked on a journey to 
expand their ideas around flavor, 
and to push further than a singular 
restaurant space to share their 
results with the world. As it turns 
out, spirits are a particularly suitable 
vessel for flavor: they keep for a long 
time and travel well, which is ideal if 
you want to transport flavor globally. 
More to the point, alcohol and flavor 
molecules bond in a particular way 
that leads to a limitless number of 
possibilities. With all that in mind, 
Lars and Mark Emil began Empirical.
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We take a flavor first approach.  
We don’t pay attention to the  
boxes that traditionalists might  
like to cast us into. Our spirits  
upend conventional categories. 

We do things  
our own way.
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We built our distillery in a warehouse 
in Refshaleøen, just next to a paintball 
arena and not far from the docks. We 
have a ton of equipment, a lot of which 
we designed and assembled ourselves.  
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Our team is made up of waiters, 
chefs, brewers and scientists.  
We learn by doing, and then we  
do our best to forget it all, save  
for the technical skills, so that  
we can approach our work with 
uninhibited curiosity. 
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What we do could be described 
as a unique blend of Eastern 
and Western alcohol production 
techniques. We’re always 
tweaking our methods, so our 
outcome continually evolves 
over a series of releases. 

Our process can be broken 
down into seven parts: grains, 
barley koji, brewing, ingredients, 
distilling, cuts and blending.
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We make our own spirit base rather  
than buying factory-made ethanol.  
If you want to make something delicious 
in the end, you need to build flavor from 
the beginning. We call our mother spirit 
Helena after Lars’ favorite Misfits song. 

We steam pearled barley in a 60-year  
old butter churner we converted into  
a steamer, and then inoculate it with  
koji-kin spores - a type of mold you  
find in foods like miso, shoyu and sake. 
This step produces the complex umami 
notes that are the backbone of our spirits. 

Grain
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We built a sauna-like environment lined 
with naturally anti-microbial Douglas 
fir wood that we call the ‘koji room.’ 
It’s kept at 37 degrees celsius and 70 
percent humidity at all times. In it, the koji 
ferments until it turns into a dense white 
cake-like substance. 

During this process, the koji also 
produces enzymes that break down 
starches into sugars that yeast can digest. 
The enzymes give off heat as they work -  
if they’re not closely monitored, they can 
do themselves in.

Barley Koji
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We brew a pre-beer - or wort - by adding 
pilsner malt to the barley koji. This gets 
transferred to our fermenters. 

Brewing
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Once the starches break down into 
smaller sugars, we pitch the brew with 
yeast. Currently, we use Belgian Saison 
yeast. We work with a lab to access 
thousands of strains of yeast, and 
optimize our selection for the flavor that 
we want. When drinking a beer or our 
spirits, rather than tasting the addition 
of yeast itself, you taste the flavor that 
yeast develops in its new environment.

We allow these things to ferment 
slowly to produce layered flavors - 
these components are our foundation. 
Each spirit is double fermented to add 
complexity and depth. 

Fermentation
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We’re on a constant search for flavor. 
We look for inspiration in ingredients 
all over the world, following the 
seasons and using nature as our 
guide. We work with ingredients that 
are both delicious and evocative. 

Ingredients
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We’ve sought out the perfect koji in 
Japan, hunted down marula to ferment 
in Zimbabwe and foraged for açaí in 
the Brazilian jungle. On a recent R&D 
trip, Lars went after pasilla chilis in the 
mountains outside of Oaxaca, Mexico, 
5,000 feet above sea level. 

Ingredients
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We harvested fig leaves on Bornholm, 
an island near Copenhagen, taken 
coffee chaff from a neighboring 
roastery, and reused our own  
spent koji as a botanical. 

Ingredients
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We vacuum distill our spirits. 

The company started with a tiny vacuum 
still that Lars made out of scrap, but since 
then we’ve built some much bigger ones: 
the Twins 1 & 2, Jezebel and Diesel are 
for spirits, and Agatha is only used for 
kombucha and vinegar distillations. 

We apply vacuum - rather than heat 
like most distillers - so we can distill at 
temperatures between 5-30 degrees 
celsius. This lets us hold onto all the flavors 
of the botanicals, grains and yeast. If we 
used a standard pot still, we would then 
cook - and potentially destroy - all of the 
flavors we work so hard to build. 

Recently we’ve been using an ultrasonic 
fogger. It creates more surface area so the 
liquid can evaporate at lower temperatures  
and agitates the molecules for more 
efficient flavor transfer. 

Distilling
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Throughout the distillation run on a  
500 litres still, we take on average 50 
cuts. In doing so, we stretch the flavor 
out before cutting it into segments 
that we can taste individually. Each 
cut captures a different aspect of 
whatever we’re distilling, allowing us 
to deconstruct the ingredient, explore 
nuances as they develop, and splice 
them back together to construct our 
ideal profile. 

Cuts
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The cuts are blended using different 
ingredients, including vinegar and 
kombucha that we make in-house 
with spent botanicals from the first 
distillation. This allows us to play 
around with various ABVs - instead 
of diluting with water like traditional 
distillers tend to - so that we can 
create the most flavorsome results. 

Blending
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Our search for flavor doesn’t 
always start from scratch. What 
some consider unusable, we see 
as resource. Rather than tossing 
spent ingredients, we transform 
them into other products like hot 
sauce, glazes and miso. 

Upcycling
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We share what we make. 

We’d like for what we make 
to expand people’s sensory 
understanding of the world they live 
in. Our products are available online 
or at our shop, which is next to our 
distillery in Copenhagen. 

Spirits
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43% ABV

AYUUK
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The smoky Pasilla Mixe chilli is the hero 
here. We source it directly from Mixe 
farmers in the mountains of Oaxaca, 
Mexico, and macerate it in a spirit made 
from Danish heritage purple wheat and 
Pilsner malt.

After distillation, we blend the most 
desirable cuts. This blend is then rested 
in a sherry cask, allowing the flavors to 
infuse and mature with each other, giving a 
smooth, distinct and savory finish.

Notes: Earthy, dark red fruit, smokey.

Ayuuk & Cherry Soda
Ayuuk 5cl
Cherry Soda 10cl
Freshly brewed coffee 
Coffee beans

Pour the spirit in a glass over ice.
Top up with cherry soda and coffee,  
then mix.
Garnish with coffee beans.
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32% ABV

THE PLUM,  
I SUPPOSE
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The Plum, I Suppose & Citrus Soda
The Plum, I Suppose 5cl
White Grapefruit or other citrus soda 12cl
Lemon zest

Pour the spirit in a glass over ice.
Top up with citrus soda and mix.
Garnish with lemon zest.

The kernel inside plum stones is the 
foundation of this spirit. Rather than tasting 
of stone fruit, the kernel lends a marzipan, 
bitter almond flavor. Distilled marigold 
kombucha brings another side of floral and 
tannic notes reminiscent of plum skins; 
the combination is sort of the suggestion 
of plum, hence the reference to the Robert 
Frost poem. A perception of sweetness with 
a refreshing finish.

Notes: Sweet, marzipan, floral, bright.
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We made some cans. 

What started as a one-off experiment, 
became a permanent fixture. 

There’s two of them, and they’re 
glorious: CAN 01 is this whole 
oolong tea, toasted birch, and green 
gooseberry thing, and CAN 02 is a fun 
cherry, blackcurrant, young pine cone, 
and walnut wood taste sensation. 

Cans
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10% ABV.

CAN 01
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https://shop.empiricalspirits.co/products/can-01-milk-oolong-tea


Oolong tea, toasted birch,  
green gooseberry.

This lightly carbonated drink leads 
with the juicy green acidity of 
gooseberry coupled with the smooth, 
floral notes of oolong tea.

Its final flavor profile is rounded out 
by the mild sweetness of toasted 
birch and the piquant undertones of 
pomelo zest.
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8% ABV.

CAN 02
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https://shop.empiricalspirits.co/products/can-02-sour-cherry


Sour cherry, black currant buds,  
young pine cones, walnut wood. 

Effervescent, enlivening, fruity... 
Walnut wood gives a sturdy depth to the 
notes of zesty sour cherry, aromatic black 
currant buds, and lemony maqaw pepper.
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Empirical , Refshalevej 
175,  Copenhagen, 
Denmark

empirical.co

@empiricalcph

Empirical is a  
flavor company. 
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https://www.instagram.com/empiricalcph/?hl=en

